HTML 5
ZERO-FOOTPRINT
DICOM VIEWER

Making every diagnostic image accessible safely and affordably

TRY FREE 45 DAYS DEMO

Softneta’s vision is to be trusted technology partner and make universal access to Medical Imaging and Intelligence.

CONTACT US:
INFO@SOFTNETA.COM
www.softneta.com

For medical vendors which are not producing web visualization and who need to provide data access, MedDream is a DICOM viewer that is financially flexible. Unlike other solutions, MedDream is ready to integrate and easy to use.

Supported archives:
• MedDream PACS;
• PacsOne PACS server;
• dcm4chee PACS server;
• PACS supporting WADO;
• Adapted for your PACS or other DICOM system;
• Conquest DICOM software;
• Orthanc server PACS.

Ready to integrate WEB DICOM Viewer and connectivity solutions into your:
• HIS / RIS
• PACS
• VNA
• EHR / EMR
• E-Health projects
• Patient Portals
• Telemedicine

Web visualization solutions for Medical Hardware Vendors and OEM’s:
• X-Ray vendors;
• Endoscopy vendors;
• Radiology vendors;
• ECG vendors;
• Ultrasound vendors;
• Ophthalmology vendors;
• And others.

Softneta provides Web visualization solutions for Artificial Intelligence and Computer Aided Diagnosis Vendors and possibilities to integrate AI into thousands installations worldwide.

Web visualization solutions for Medical Science Institutions, Educational Institutions, University Hospitals who need DICOM Viewer, Anonymization functionality, non-DICOM files converter or DICOM Library for educational purposes.

INTEGRATED BY
B2B Partners
160+

VALUE FOR
7,5+ mln
People

Server Installations
630+

Workstation Installations
1690+

READY FOR NATIONAL SYSTEMS

NATIONAL LITHUANIAN E-HEALTH PROJECT

Access to 3M population, 117 hospitals, complete medical imaging solution for Lithuania

NATIONAL SWISSCOM HEALTH CONNECT PROJECT

Access to 4.5 M population, 160 hospitals for potential AI partners